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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Ability to obtain a line of light
Large area of illumination (angle of illumination 180 degrees)
Small surface of the visible aluminum structure

FINISH :
Silver anodized     
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

- for the construction of hanging lighting fixtures with a circular cross-section
- for the construction of hanging lighting lines

Assembly

- with various suspension systems compatible with the PUSZ system or the UCHO ZM hanger.

Additional information

- simple, solid construction
- for low voltage power supply

JAZ is designed mainly for suspended lighting fixtures. The cross-section of the fixture made of JAZ and a cover
fixed to it is round. The area of the cover in this cross-section is mostly larger than the area of the aluminum.
The  lighting  fixture  made  of  the  JAZ  profile  is  supposed  to  illuminate  with  a  large  area  of  the  cover.
Proportionally to the entire fixture, with the smallest possible overall size, the aluminum element can hold two
LED strips 10 mm (0.39") wide. It has cover fasteners and a small lock, which enables the following elements of
the Kluś system to be inserted into it: fasteners, ZM connectors, ZM eyes, ZM eye locks.

Turn off LED lights during peak day light hours in outdoor applications to avoid excessive heat buildup which will
result in diminished LED life.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS
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Ref. nr. surface finish available lengths

B8547ANODA_1 Silver anodized 39.4"

B8547ANODA_2 Silver anodized 78.75"

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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RELATED PRODUCTS

COVERS

JAZ Cover
Ref: 17162V1

END CAPS

JAZ End cap
Ref: 24224V1

JAZ End cap
Ref: 24224

ACCESSORIES

ZM EYE UCHO
Hanger
Ref: 42512

GP Spring
Ref: 00293

BZP Head
Ref: 42213

BZP-ZZ Head
conductive
Ref: 42215

DP-ZZ Fastener
Ref: 00651

PUSZ-LIN-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42256

PUSZ-PRET-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42250

ZM-120
Connector
Ref: 42728
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ZM-135
Connector
Ref: 42720

ZM-180
Connector
Ref: 42717

ZM-90 Connector
Ref: 42716

ZM-PION-135
Connector
Ref: 42719

ZM-PION-90
Connector
Ref: 42718

8,8x1,2 Gland
Ref: 00802

ZM Block
Ref: 42520
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